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There is information in speech sounds about the length of the vocal tract; specifically, as a child
grows, the resonators in the vocal tract grow and the formant frequencies of the vowels decrease. It
has been hypothesized that the auditory system applies a scale transform to all sounds to segregate
size information from resonator shape information, and thereby enhance both size perception and
speech recognition@Irino and Patterson, Speech Commun.36, 181–203 ~2002!#. This paper
describes size discrimination experiments and vowel recognition experiments designed to provide
evidence for an auditory scaling mechanism. Vowels were scaled to represent people with vocal
tracts much longer and shorter than normal, and with pitches much higher and lower than normal.
The results of the discrimination experiments show that listeners can make fine judgments about the
relative size of speakers, and they can do so for vowels scaled well beyond the normal range.
Similarly, the recognition experiments show good performance for vowels in the normal range, and
for vowels scaled well beyond the normal range of experience. Together, the experiments support
the hypothesis that the auditory system automatically normalizes for the size information in
communication sounds. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1828637#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most animals generate their communication sounds
exciting resonant cavities in the body with a stream of sh
acoustic pulses. The resonators grow as the animal gr
and as a result, the calls of animals contain information ab
the size of the individual. Behavioral studies show that, wh
animals vocalize to attract or repel suitors, or to establish
defend territories, the size of the sender is an important
of the communication. The effect of size has been do
mented for many species: for example, frogs~Fairchild,
1981; Narins and Smith, 1986!, dogs ~Riede and Fitch,
1999!, deer~Clutton-Brock and Albon, 1979!, and monkeys
~Fitch, 1997!. Cohen~1993! has argued that size is a dime
sion of sound much like frequency and time, and he
developed a version of the affine Mellin transform~Titch-
marsh, 1948! that can segregate the size information in
sound from the size-invariant information. The implication
that animals have evolved a physiological form of this M
lin transform which operates at a relatively early point in t
auditory system, and that this is the basis of the size proc
ing observed in animal behavior. The purpose of the curr
paper was to investigate the perception of size informatio
speech sounds to see if it is compatible with the hypoth
that the auditory system applies a size-normalizing transf
to all sounds prior to the commencement of speech-spe
processing.

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘The perception of scale in vo
sounds,’’ British Society of Audiology, Nottingham, United Kingdom
2003, and ‘‘The existence region of scaled vowels in pitch-VTL spac
18th Int. Conference on Acoustics, Kyoto, Japan, 2004.
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The physiological mechanism that humans use to p
duce speech sounds is the same as that used by all mam
to produce their calls; the vocal cords in the larynx produ
glottal pulses which excite resonances in the vocal tract
yond the larynx. As a child grows into an adult, there is
increase in vocal-tract length~VTL ! ~Fitch and Giedd, 1999!,
and as a result, the formant frequencies of the vowels
crease~Fant, 1960; Fitch and Giedd, 1999; Huberet al.,
1999!, and this is an important form of size information
speech. A second source of size information is glottal pu
rate ~GPR! measured in Hz. GPR is determined largely
the length and mass of the vocal folds~Titze, 1989!, both of
which increase with sex and age. In males, at puberty, th
is an additional spurt in VTL and a sudden drop in GP
which complicates the interpretation of VTL and GPR info
mation with respect to speaker size. This is an import
issue but it is not the topic of this paper, and care is taken
the design of the experiments to avoid complications ass
ated with speaker sex and the abrupt changes that occ
puberty in males.

Irino and Patterson~1997, 1999a, b, c, 2002! have de-
veloped a two-dimensional, pitch-synchronous version of
Mellin transform to simulate the processing of size inform
tion in speech. They have shown that the transform can s
regate VTL information from information about vocal-tra
shape~vowel type!. It is assumed that the VTL information i
used to evaluate speaker size, and that the normalized s
information facilitates vowel recognition. Both Turneret al.
~2004! and Welling and Ney~2002! have demonstrated th
advantage of normalization in machine recognition of vow
sounds. This paper focuses on the two complimentary
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pects of size processing:~a! the ability to discriminate a
change in the size of the speaker, and~b! the ability to nor-
malize across size differences in order to extract the s
invariant properties of vowels~i.e., vowel type!.

A. Speaker size discrimination

If size functions as a dimension of sound for huma
then we might expect to find that listeners can readily m
fine discriminations about speaker size just as they can
loudness or brightness. Moreover, if it is a general mec
nism, we should expect to find that they make size judgme
even when the vowel sounds are scaled to simulate hum
much larger and smaller than those normally encounte
Kawahara, Masuda-Kasuse, and de Cheveigne~1999! have
recently developed a high-quality vocoder, referred to
STRAIGHT, that uses the classical source-filter theory
speech Dudley~1939! to segregate GPR information from
the spectral-envelope information associated with the sh
and length of the vocal tract. Liu and Kewley-Port~2004!
have reviewed STRAIGHT and commented favorably on
ability to manipulate formant-related information
STRAIGHT produces a pitch-independent spectral envel
that accurately tracks the motion of the vocal tract throu
out the utterance. Subsequently, the utterance can be re
thesized with arbitrary changes in GPR and VTL; so,
example, the utterance of a man can be readily transfor
to sound like a women or a child~Kawahara, 2003; Kawa
hara and Matsui, 2003!. The utterance can also be scal
well beyond the normal range of GPR and VTL values e
countered in everyday speech. We used STRAIGHT to s
vowels which could then be used to measure size discr
nation, that is, the smallest change in VTL required to re
ably discriminate a change in speaker size. The experim
were performed both within the normal range of the hum
voice and in a much larger region of the GPR-VTL spa
surrounding that range.

B. Vowel normalization

If the size-processing hypothesis is correct, then it
likely that vowel normalization is a natural by-product
size processing. Vowel normalization refers to the fact t
humans readily recognize that the sounds produced by m
women and children saying a given vowel, such as /|/, are
indeed the same vowel, despite gross differences in
waveforms. If size processing is applied to all sounds a
relatively early stage in auditory processing, and if it is t
basis of vowel normalization, then we should find that vow
recognition, like size discrimination, is largely immune to t
scaling of vowel sounds beyond the normal speech ran
Assmannet al. ~2002, 2003! have recently measured vow
recognition within the normal speech range and somew
beyond in humans, using vowels scaled by STRAIGH
They argue that the auditory system employs a form of n
ral net to learn which formant frequencies~spectra! go with
which vowel type, and that it learns the connections for
values of GPR in the normal speech range. They interpre
deterioration in recognition performance for their more e
treme stimuli as evidence of the neural net failing to gen
alize beyond the training set. But, they do not consider
306 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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possibility of a general-purpose size mechanism as sugge
by Cohen~1993! or Irino and Patterson~1999a, b, c!.

The experiments of Assmann and colleagues are lim
to GPRs in the normal speech range and above it. In
paper, we report complementary experiments in which vo
recognition is measured in the normal speech range and
vowels in a three-octave range below that which is norma
experienced. In the discussion, we compare the results f
the two sets of studies and evaluate the relative merits
‘‘general-purpose normalization’’ and the ‘‘neural net’’ hy
pothesis as explanations of the observed recognition pe
mance.

II. METHOD

A. Stimuli

We recorded the English vowels~/~/, /|/, /{/, /Ç/, /É/! as
spoken by author RP in natural /hVd/ sequences~i.e., haad,
hayed, heed, hoed, who’d! using a high-quality microphone
~Shure SM58-LCE! and a 44.1-kHz sampling rate. The vow
els were sustained~e.g.,haaaad! and the natural onset of th
vowel was preserved while avoiding the aspiration of t
preceding /*/. A cosine-squared amplitude function was us
to gate the vowels on over 5 ms and off over 30 ms. T
central plateau was 565 ms, so the total duration of e
vowel was 600 ms. The vowels were normalized to the sa
rms level~0.1, relative to maximum61). The pitch of the
vowels was scaled to 113 Hz, which is near to the aver
for men. These five vowels comprise what is referred to
the ‘‘canonical’’ vowels.

The scaling of the vowels was performed usi
STRAIGHT ~Kawaharaet al., 1999!. It is referred to as a
vocoder ~voice coder!, but it is actually a sophisticated
speech processing package that dissects and analyzes
terance with glottal cycle resolution. It produces a pitc
independent spectral envelope that represents the vocal-
information independent of glottal pulse sampling. Voc
tract shape determines which vowel type is encoded by
shape of the spectral envelope; vocal-tract length determ
the scale of the pattern, and this is the form of the V
information. Once STRAIGHT has segregated a vowel in
glottal pulse rate and spectral envelope frames, the vowel
be resynthesized with the spectral-envelope dimension~fre-
quency! expanded or contracted, and the glottal-pulse-r
dimension~time! expanded or contracted, and the operatio
are largely independent. Utterances recorded from a man
be transformed to sound like a women or a child; examp
are provided on our web page.1 The distinctive advantage o
STRAIGHT is that the spectral envelope of the speech t
carries the vocal-tract information is smoothed as it is
tracted, to remove the harmonic structure associated with
original GPR,and the instantaneous zeros produced by
interaction of GPR and the frame rate of the analysis w
dow. As a result, the resynthesized utterances are of
tremely high quality even when the speech is resynthes
with GPR and VTLvalues well beyond the normal range
human speech~provided the GPR is not far above the fir
formant!.

The scaling of GPR is simply a matter of expanding
Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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FIG. 1. Combinations of GPR and
SER values used in the experiments o
speaker size discrimination. Discrimi
nation performance was measured
nine points~solid circles! in the single-
vowel experiment, and at 17 point
~solid and open circles! in the speech-
like experiment. The three ellipse
show estimates of the normal range o
GPR and SER values in speech fo
men ~M!, women ~W!, and children
~C!, derived from the data of Peterso
and Barney~1952!. In each category
90% of individuals would be expected
to fall within the respective ellipse.
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contracting the time axis of the sequence of glottal eve
The scaling of VTL is accomplished by compressing or e
panding the spectral envelope of the speech linearly alon
linear frequency axis. On a logarithmic frequency axis,
spectral envelope shifts along the axis as a unit. The cha
in VTL is described by the spectral envelope ratio~SER!,
that is, the ratio of the unit on the new frequency axis to t
of the axis associated with the original recording. Note t
values of SER less than unity indicate lengthening of
vocal tract to simulate larger men, and SERs greater t
unity indicate shortening of the vocal tract to simula
smaller men, women, and children.

Following the scaling of GPR and VTL by STRAIGHT
the first 100 ms of the wave was removed because
abruptness of the original gate caused STRAIGHT to ov
shoot at onset. Then, a cosine-squared gating func
~10-ms onset, 30-ms offset, 465-ms plateau! was used to se
lect a stationary part of the vowel. The rms level was se
0.025 ~relative to maximum61). The stimuli were played
by a 24-bit sound card~Audigy 2, Sound Blaster! through a
TDT antialiasing filter with a sharp cutoff at 10 kHz and
final attenuator. The stimuli were presented binaurally to
listener over AKG K240DF headphones. Listeners w
seated in a double-walled, IAC, sound-attenuating boo
The sound level of the vowels was 66 dB SPL.

B. Procedures and listeners

1. Discrimination procedures

The just-noticeable difference~jnd! in speaker size was
measured in two discrimination experiments. One measu
discrimination performance using single vowels, and
other used a more speech-like sequence of four vowels.
two paradigms are referred to as thesingle-vowel and
speech-likediscrimination tasks. Both discrimination exper
ments employed a two interval, two-alternative, force
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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choice paradigm~2AFC! with the method of constan
stimuli. One interval contained the standard stimulus,
other contained the test stimulus in which the simulated V
of the speaker was either larger or smaller. The order of
test and standard intervals in each trial was chosen rando
and the listener’s task was to choose the interval in which
vowel~s! were spoken by the smaller speaker. The listen
were given written instructions explaining the task in term
of speaker size. Most listeners considered it a natural tas
judge the size of speaker of the vowel sounds. One liste
initially maintained that the task would be too difficult bu
was in fact easily able to do the task by ‘‘thinking of th
speakers as cartoon characters.’’No feedback was given in
either experiment.

In the first discrimination experiment, the two tempor
intervals of a trial each contained a single vowel of the sa
type ~i.e., /~/ was compared with /~/!. The listener was re-
quired to choose the interval in which the vowel was spok
by the smaller speaker. Psychometric functions for VTL d
crimination were gathered with thissingle-vowelparadigm at
nine widely spaced points on the GPR–SER plane—
combinations formed by three GPRs~40, 160, and 640 Hz!
and three SERs~0.67, 1.22, and 2.23!, cf. Fig. 1. At each of
the nine GPR–SER points, a psychometric function w
measured with six test SER~VTL ! values bracketing the
standard SER~VTL ! value. A psychometric function wa
collected for each of the five vowels. The psychometric fun
tions around one GPR–SER standard point were collecte
one run ~taking 30 min per listener!, and consisted of ten
blocks of 30 trials, where each block contained the six te
from the five vowels. Each listener thus provided 60 tria
per psychometric function for each of the five vowels.

By its nature, a change in vocal-tract length produce
shift of the vowel spectrum along the frequency axis, and
it might be possible for a listener to focus on one forma
peak and perform the task by noting whether the peak sh
307Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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up or down in the second interval. It is our impression th
this was not what the listeners did, and that it would
difficult, if not impossible, to do. Nevertheless, it is a logic
possibility, and so, in a second discrimination experime
we used a morespeech-likeparadigm, which effectively pre
cluded the possibility of using a simple spectral cue. T
paradigm is presented in quasimusical notation in Fig.
Each temporal interval of the 2AFC trial contained a s
quence of four of the five vowels chosen randomly witho
replacement, and the vowels were presented with one of
pitch contours ~rising, falling, up–across–down, down
across–up!. The duration of the vowels was 400 ms~15-ms
onset, 90-ms offset!, and each interval gave the impressi
of a person carefully pronouncing a sequence of vowels
reasonably natural rate~four vowels in 1.6 s!. The pitch val-
ues were drawn from an equal-temperament, quarter-
musical scale, in which the pitch of each note differed fro
its neighbors by just under 3%. The starting point for t
pitch contour was varied randomly over a 9% range, and
level of the vowels in a given interval was roved in intens
over a 6-dB range. The only fixed parameter within an int
val was simulated speaker VTL, and the only consist
change between intervals was speaker VTL. The listen
task was to choose the interval in which the vowels w
spoken by the smaller speaker, independent of the pat
pitch, or loudness of the vowels. In this paradigm, the
tener cannot do the task by choosing a single spectral c
ponent in one vowel and noting whether it goes up or do
when the same vowel occurs in the second interval. For e
combination of SER and GPR, a six-point psychome
function was measured with ten trials per point per listene
total of 17 psychometric functions was gathered at wid
spaced points on the GPR–SER plane~cf. Fig. 1!.

Perceptually, this paradigm prompts the listener to th
of the sounds in the two intervals as coming from two d
ferent speakers; the natural prosody of the sequences
courages listening for spectral peaks. The steps in the p
contours were limited to quarter tones because larger s
made the sequences less speech-like. Randomizing the
ing point of the contour precludes the possibility of tracki
a single harmonic in one vowel from the first interval to t
second. The level was not varied within interval becaus
made the sequences less speech-like. The fixed level d
ence between intervals reinforced the impression that
speakers in the two intervals were different.

For comparison, pitch discrimination was measured
five of the nine GPR–SER combinations, using the sa
paradigm as used to measure VTL discrimination for sin

FIG. 2. Schematic paradigm for the experiment to measure speaker
discrimination with speech-like stimuli.
308 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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vowels. In this case, the VTL of the vowels was fixed and
pitch was varied between intervals. The listener had
choose the interval containing the vowel with the high
pitch. Psychometric functions for pitch discrimination we
collected at the center of the normal range~160 Hz, 1.22
SER!, and the four extreme discrimination points with GPR
of 40 and 640 Hz, and SERs of 0.67 and 2.23~cf. Fig. 1!.

2. Recognition procedures

The vowel identification experiments were perform
using a single-interval, five-alternative, forced-choice pa
digm ~5AFC!. The listener heard a scaled version of one
five stationary English vowels~/~/, /|/, /{/, /Ç/, /É/!, and had
to identify the vowel spoken by selecting the appropria
button on a response box displayed on a monitor in
booth. Vowel duration was 500 ms. At the start of the fi
session only, to ensure that the listeners understood w
button corresponded to which vowel sound, we played 1
scaled vowels from within the range of everyday experien
with feedback. The particular combinations of GPR and V
in this set were not used in the vowel identification expe
ments. In the main experiments, to minimize training effec
there was no feedback. The recognition data were gath
with two distinct experimental paradigms whose names re
to the combinations of GPR and SER used to construct
stimuli.

The ‘‘surface’’ paradigm involved a rectangular gr
with all 49 combinations of 7 GPR and 7 SER values
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3~large open circles!; it was
designed to measure the surface of recognition performa
over a wide range of GPR and SER values to reveal wh
performance begins to deteriorate. The GPR values ran
from 10 to 640 Hz in doublings; that is from more than
octave below the lower limit of periodicity pitch~32 Hz,
Pressnitzeret al., 2001!, to about an octave above the pitc
of young children. The SER values ranged from 0.5 to 3.0
seven equal steps on a logarithmic scale; that is, the lon
of the simulated vocal tracts was about 32 cm and the sh
est was about 5 cm.2 If we extrapolate from the known rela
tionship between VTL and body height, VTLs of 32 and
cm correspond, respectively, to a man 14 feet tall and a n
born baby~1 foot long!. Each run contained one trial of a
conditions for each vowel~a total of 7 GPRs37 SERs35
vowels, or 245 trials!. Each listener contributed ten runs
the surface map of vowel identification. The listeners we
reminded of the five canonical vowels at the start of the r
and at 100-trial intervals thereafter. Each run took appro
mately 15 min to complete. No feedback was given dur
data collection.

The ‘‘strip’’ paradigm was intended to provide detaile
information about the deterioration in performance along
spokes radiating from the center of the recognition surfa
the specific combinations of GPR and SER for each strip
shown in Fig. 3~lower panel!. Each strip consisted of nine
combinations of GPR and SER, making a total
9 (sample points)35 (vowels)310 (repetitions), or 450 tri-
als per strip. For three of the listeners in strips 1, 8, and 4
extra ~easier! point was added to ensure that these listene
correct recognition scores approached 100%. The stim

ize
Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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FIG. 3. Combinations of GPR and SER values used in the vowel recognition experiments. The SER determines the contraction or dilation of th
envelope applied by STRAIGHT during resynthesis~small SER values indicate lengthening of the VTL to simulate larger men; large SER values in
shortening of the VTL to simulate women and children!. The open circles in the top panel show the 737 sample points used in thesurfacerecognition
experiment~GPR values of 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, and 640 Hz; SER values of 0.5, 0.67, 0.91, 1.22, 1.65, 2.23, and 3.0!. The three ellipses show the rang
of GPR and SER in speech for men, women, and children~derived from Peterson and Barney, 1952!. The open squares show the GPR–SER values use
Assmannet al. ~2002! and the asterisks show the GPR-SER values used in Assmann and Nearey~2003!. The upper and lower diagonal lines~dotted! show
where the fundamental,F0, equals the first formant frequency,F1, or twiceF1, for the vowel /|/, respectively. As the GPR/F1 ratio increases across th
region between the dotted lines towards higher GPRs or smaller SERs~longer vocal tracts!, the distinctiveness of the vowel deteriorates, although the stimu
still sounds vowel-like. The bottom panel shows the eightstrips of GPR–SER combinations used in the second vowel recognition experiment.
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were presented in pseudorandom order in blocks of 45 tr
~9 sample points35 vowels!, and the 10 replications wer
presented sequentially within a session. Each strip took
proximately 30 min to complete. As a reminder of the ma
ping of vowel sound to button, the five canonical vowe
were presented with feedback at the start of each run
thereafter at 100-trial intervals. The order of the eight ru
required to gather the data for the eight strips was va
between listeners to balance the effects of experience an
fatigue. No feedback was given during data collection.

3. Limit on the GPRÕF1 ratio

There is a limitation on the GPR that can be used wh
producing vowels with long vocal tracts. As GPR increas
the fundamental,F0, eventually becomes greater than t
frequency of the first format,F1, and as this happens, th
first formant becomes very weak relative to the higher f
mants and the distinctiveness of the vowel deteriorates.
limitation is illustrated for the vowel /|/ by the dotted diag-
onal lines in the lower right-hand corner of Fig. 3~upper
panel!. The upper dotted line shows the combinations
GPR and SER whereF0 coincides with F1 (GPR/F1
51); the lower dotted line shows the combinations of G
and SER whereF0 coincides with 2F1 (GPR/F152). As
the GPR/F1 ratio increases across the region between
dotted lines towards higher GPRs or smaller SERs~longer
vocal tracts!, the distinctiveness of the vowel deteriorate
although the stimulus still sounds vowel-like. Thus, norm
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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ization is still applied to these sounds, but the percept
information used to specify the vowel type gradually fad
out of the representation.

For the vowels /{/ and /É/, the corresponding dotted line
would be a little higher becauseF1 is lower in these vowels
for the vowels /Ç/ and /~/, the corresponding dotted line
would be a little lower becauseF1 is higher in these vowels
Since the limitation varies with vowel type, and the level
F1 decreases continuously in the region of the GPR/F1
limit, discrimination of speaker size and vowel recognitio
would be expected to deteriorate gradually across this reg
rather than abruptly. Note, however, that the normal range
vowels ~the ellipses! is not far above the upper dotted line
particularly for women and children, and the limitation
highly asymmetric. That is, there is no corresponding limi
tion to vowel production on the other side of the norm
speech range. We will return to this limitation in Secs. III a
IV.

4. Listeners

The recognition experiments were performed before
discrimination experiments. There were five listeners in e
of the four experiments. Two listeners participated in all t
experiments. Another two listeners took part in all the e
periments except the speech-like discrimination task; t
had left Cambridge by the time this experiment was d
signed. So, one new listener was recruited to participate
the single-vowel discrimination experiment only, to make
309Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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FIG. 4. Psychometric functions for
speaker size discrimination in the cen
ter of the normal speech range~cf. Fig.
1, 160 Hz, 1.22 SER!. Mean percent-
age of times the test stimulus wa
judged to be spoken by the smalle
speaker, as a function of the SER o
the test stimulus. The smooth curve
are best-fitting cumulative Gaussian
~Foster and Bischof, 1997!. The data
are shown for each vowel separatel
and averaged across all five vowe
~bottom-right panel!. The means are
based on the data of five listener
Each point on the psychometric func
tion for an individual vowel is based
on 50 trials ~10 trials from each lis-
tener!. Error bars show the standar
error of the mean. For the data ave
aged across all five vowels~bottom-
right panel!, each data point is base
on 250 trials~50 trials from each lis-
tener!. The jnd calculated from the fit-
ted curve is shown on the bottom righ
of each panel.
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total of five listeners for that experiment. Then, three n
listeners were recruited to participate in the speech-like
crimination experiment. The listeners ranged in age from
to 52 years, and were paid student volunteers. All had nor
absolute thresholds at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz. One liste
was an author~DS!; all other listeners were naive to th
purpose of the experiments.

III. RESULTS

The results show that detecting a change in speaker
based on a change in VTL~SER! is a relatively easy task fo
a wide range of VTLs. Performance remains above thresh
for a range of GPR and SER values far exceeding th
associated with everyday speech. Similarly, vowel recog
tion performance remains above threshold for a range
GPR and SER values far greater than the normal spe
range. The results are presented briefly in this section
interpreted with respect to the underlying mechanisms
Sec. IV. In both the discrimination and recognition expe
ments, the pattern of results was similar across listeners
the levels of performance were comparable, and so, the
sults will be presented in terms of the average over the
listeners in all cases.

A. Discrimination of VTL and GPR

Listeners naturally hear changes in VTL as changes
speaker size. The JND for speaker size was initially m
sured using thesingle-vowel discriminationparadigm at nine
points in the GPR-SER plane~Fig. 1!. The psychometric
functions for size discrimination in the center of the norm
range~160 Hz, 1.22 SER! are presented separately for th
five different vowels and their average~Fig. 4!. The mean
percentage of trials on which the test stimulus was judge
310 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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be spoken by the smaller speaker is shown as a functio
the SER of the test stimulus. The group psychometric fu
tions are similar for all vowels; they are monotonic and ha
relatively steep slopes, confirming that performance is si
lar across listeners. Cumulative Gaussian functions were
ted to the psychometric functions~Foster and Bischof, 1997!.
The SER value at the midpoint of the function~50%! is
referred to as the point of subjective equality; it was typica
within 1% of the standard used to generate the psychome
function which indicates that the perception of speaker s
~SER or VTL! was unbiased. The jnd was defined as t
difference in SER between the values associated with 50
76 percent correct (d851 in this 2AFC task! relative to the
perceived SER~50 percent correct! of the standard, ex-
pressed as a percentage. The average jnd was 8.1%~with a
standard deviation of61.0%) in this region of the GPR–
SER plane, that is,@(1.319– 1.22)/1.22#* 100. It was a little
larger for the most difficult vowel /Ç/ ~9.5%! and a little
smaller for the easiest vowels /~/ ~7.1%! and /|/ ~7.3%!. For
comparison, the jnd’s for noise level~loudness!, light level
~brightness!, and chemical density~odor! are about 10%,
15%, and 25%, respectively~Miller, 1947; Cornsweet and
Pinsker, 1956; Gescheider, 1976!.

The jnd for speaker size is approximately the same
the six conditions where the GPR is either 40 or 160 Hz~two
left columns of the design, cf. Fig. 1!, being on average
about 9%. When the pitch is 640 Hz, the jnd doubles to ab
18% when the SER is greater than 1. For the condition w
a high pitch and a long VTL~Fig. 1, bottom-right point!, the
task essentially breaks down. The jnd was measurable
three of the listeners but it rose to 50%, and two of t
listeners could not do the task. The pattern of size discri
nation performance is related to recognition performance~cf.
subsection C!. Briefly, discrimination performance is goo
Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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FIG. 5. jnd contours~expressed as a
percentage of the SER! for speaker
size in the speech-like experimen
The jnd’s are presented as a 2D su
face plot with gray tone showing dis
crimination performance. The jnd wa
measured at the points shown by th
circles, and the surface was interpo
lated between the data points. Eac
jnd is based on a psychometric func
tion fitted to 300 trials~60 from each
of 5 listeners!. The thick black lines
show the contours for jnd’s of 10%
15%, and 20%. The three ellipse
show the range of GPR and SER i
speech for men, women, and childre
~derived from data of Peterson an
Barney, 1952!.
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where recognition performance is good, and vice versa.
tably, discrimination does not deteriorate as soon as the G
and VTL values exceed the normal speech range~shown by
the ellipse in Fig. 1!.

For comparison, the jnd forpitch discriminationwas
measured for these same vowels at five of the nine po
where size discrimination was measured—the central p
and the four corners~cf. Fig. 1!. The jnd for GPR discrimi-
nation was less than 2% when the GPR was greater than
Hz, independent of VTL. The jnd rises to about 9% when
GPR is 40 Hz, both for long and short vocal tracts. In t
region, the GPR is approaching the lower limit of melod
pitch, which is about 32 Hz~Pressnitzeret al., 2001!, and the
jnd for discrimination of a change in the rate of clicks in
click train rises to values of about 7%~for a recent review,
see Krumbholtzet al., 2000!. The jnd for the frequency of a
sinusoid also rises as frequency decreases below 250
~e.g., Sek and Moore, 1995!. Thus, GPR and size discrim
nation show different patterns of variation across the GP
SER plane. GPR discrimination deteriorates in a reg
where size discrimination remains good~i.e., the region of
low pitch!, and GPR discrimination remains good in the r
gion where size discrimination deteriorates~i.e., for combi-
nations of high pitch and long vocal tract!.

In the single-vowel discriminationexperiment, the lis-
teners reported using speaker size as the cue for the disc
nation rather than the pitch of a sinusoid. Nevertheless
would be possible to do the task using a simple spectral
if one could reliably identify the spectral peak associa
with one of the formants in the first interval and check to s
which way it shifted in the second. It is our opinion that th
is not possible when the vowel and pitch change on ev
trial. The speech-like discriminationtask effectively pre-
cludes the possibility of making the size discrimination
the basis of a simple spectral cue. The jnd for speaker
was measured with the speech-like paradigm with four vo
els in each interval and varying pitch contours in the t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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intervals ~Fig. 2!. The size jnd was measured at the cen
point of the normal range and for two concentric squares o
points centered on the first point; the outer square is co
posed of the 8 points in the single-vowel experiment;
inner square has a positive diagonal that just encompa
the normal range of GPR–SER values in speech. The cir
in Fig. 1 show the specific combinations.

The jnd for speaker size was measured at 17 point
the GPR–SER plane, which is sufficient to make a cont
map of resolution. Figure 5 shows the speaker-size jnd~SER
jnd in percent! as a function of GPR and SER with logarith
mic axes using a 2D surface plot in which gray tone sho
resolution. Small jnd’s~better resolution! are plotted in grays
approaching white, and large jnd’s~worse performance! are
plotted in grays approaching black. The actual sample po
are shown as circles; the contours are derived by interp
tion between the data points. The three ellipses show e
mates of the normal range of GPR and SER in speech
men, women, and children~Peterson and Barney, 1952!. In
each case, the ellipse encompasses 90% of the individua
the Peterson and Barney data for that category of spe
~man, woman, or child!.

Figure 5 and Table I show that discrimination perfo
mance is excellent, with jnd’s less than 10%, in a triangu
region of the GPR–SER space that includes about half of
normal region for women and children and most of the n
mal region for men. The 15% and 20% contours shows t
discrimination performance remains high for SERs well b
yond the normal range, provided the GPR is below about
Hz. Above 200 Hz, the 15% and 20% contours are w
outside the normal range for short vocal tracts, but the 1
contour encroaches on the normal range for women and c
dren when the vocal tract is relatively long. We were una
to measure the jnd in the bottom, right-hand condition~640
Hz, 0.67 SER!. In this case, theF0 of the GPR is above the
first formant, causing the vowel quality to deteriorate.
anchor the contour map in the bottom-right corner, we u
311Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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TABLE I. GPR and SER values of the 17 points in the speech-like discrimination experiment where speaker-size jnd’s were measured. Each cell che
speaker-size jnd and~in brackets! the vowel recognition score for that particular combination of GPR and SER as measured in the surface vowel rec
experiment~cf. percent-correct values in Fig. 6, lower right-hand panel!.

GPR

SER 40 80 160 320 640

2.23 23.4~70! 17.6 ~73.2! 31.1 ~72.8!
1.65 10.6~93.2! 7.6 ~96! 9.3 ~97.6!
1.22 9.1~96! 8.3 ~98.4! 6.6 ~99.6! 14.5 ~94! 15.1 ~69.6!
0.91 10.5~98.4! 8.9 ~91.2! 17.2 ~82.8!
0.67 17.5~83.2! 12.3 ~86.4! 52a ~42.8!

ajnd value from single-vowel size discrimination experiment.
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the jnd from the single-vowel discrimination experimen
Typically, jnd values obtained with the single-vowel par
digm were slightly better than in the speech-like paradig
so performance in this corner may be even worse than
shown.

B. Vowel recognition

The vowel recognition data obtained with thesurface
paradigmare presented separately for the individual vow
in Fig. 6, along with the average for the five vowels~lower
right-hand panel!. The abscissa is GPR and the ordinate
SER plotted on logarithmic axes; the percent correct is gi
by the tone of gray. The points where performance was m
sured are shown by the circles. The gray-scale tone and
tours were created by interpolation between the data po
The heavy black line shows threshold, that is, the 50-perc
correct identification contour whered8 is 1.0 in this 5AFC
paradigm. The figure shows that performance was surp
ingly good and only drops below threshold for the mo
extreme values of GPR and SER. To reveal the regi
where performance drops below ceiling levels more clea
312 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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the data are also presented as 3D surfaces in Fig. 7 plo
above a plane showing the sample points. The bold li
show the threshold contours as in Fig. 6.

With regard to VTL, the worst performance is associat
with the vowels /Ç/ and /É/, where both the upper and lowe
threshold contours fall just within the range of measur
values. For /{/, the upper bound falls within the measure
range; for /~/, the lower bound falls within the measure
range. For /|/, performance only drops below threshold wh
low SER values occur in combination with either low or hig
GPR values. With regard to GPR, recognition performan
remains near ceiling levels as GPR decreases below
range of voice pitch (;64 Hz), to the limit of melodic pitch
(;32 Hz) and beyond. At 10 Hz, although there is no pit
sensation and one hears a stream of individual glottal cyc
the vowel quality is readily perceived. As GPR increas
above the normal speech range to 640 Hz, performance
mains near ceiling levels for /~/, /{/, and /É/. Performance
drops to threshold irregularly along the upper GPR bound
for /|/ and drops reliably below threshold for one vowel, /Ç/.
The average data present a reasonable summary of rec
tion performance for the five vowels~lower right-hand
ce
-
n

10

ls
l

d

FIG. 6. Vowel recognition perfor-
mance using thesurface paradigm.
The data are presented as a 2D surfa
plot with gray tone showing mean per
cent correct. Sample points are show
as circles with interpolation between
data points. The means represent
trials from each of 5 listeners. The
data averaged across all five vowe
are shown in the bottom-right pane
~250 trials/point!. The thick black con-
tour marks recognition threshold
~50%, d851.0) in our 5AFC experi-
ment. The three ellipses~bottom-right
panel! show the range of GPR and
SER in speech for men, women, an
children ~derived from Peterson and
Barney, 1952!.
Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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FIG. 7. Vowel recognition perfor-
mance using thesurface paradigm.
The data are presented as a 3D wir
mesh surface~no interpolation!, with
height showing mean percent correc
The GPR and SER combinations use
in the experiment are shown by th
circles on the 2D projection plane ly
ing below the 3D surface. Recognitio
threshold~50%, d851.0 in 5AFC! is
shown by the thick black contour on
the 2D plane. For other details cf. Fig
6.
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panel!. Performance drops to threshold when the SER va
decreases to;0.6 or when it increases to;2.8, and this is
largely independent of GPR. Between the threshold S
contours, performance is similar for GPR values through
the range from 10 to 640 Hz.

The recognition data obtained with thestrip paradigm
are presented separately for the eight strips in the pa
around the circumference of Fig. 8; the center panel sh
the GPR–SER values for each strip. The data are avera
over vowel type. The ordinate is mean percent correct in
of the data panels. The abscissa is GPR for the panels in
left-hand and right-hand columns of the figure; the absc
is SER in the two data panels in the central column of
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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figure. Threshold for these psychometric functions is 50 p
cent correct, whered8 is 1.0 in this 5AFC paradigm. The
data panels in thecentral row of the figure show that for a
central SER value, performance stays above thresh
throughout the full range of GPR values from 5 to 640 H
indeed, at the lower GPR values, performance is essent
perfect even in the region below the lower limit of pitch. Th
data panels in thecentral columnof the figure show that for
a pitch of 80 Hz~very low male!, performance stays abov
threshold down to an SER value of 0.55 and up to an S
value of 2.8. If the recognition surface were elliptical
shape, reflecting the shapes of the normal ranges for
women and children, then the psychometric functions acr
ll
d
t-
e
n-
s

.

FIG. 8. Vowel recognition perfor-
mance using thestrip paradigm. Data
collapsed across all five vowels and a
five listeners. Each data point is base
on 250 trials. Smooth curves are bes
fitting cumulative Gaussians and hav
been used where appropriate. The ce
ter panel shows the GPR–SER value
for all eight strips. For other details cf
Fig. 3.
313Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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the top and bottom rows would have the same form and d
to threshold in approximately the same region of the figu
By and large, they do not. In the top row, performance
mains well above threshold for the high GPRs in the rig
hand panel, and it only just drops to threshold for the l
GPRs in the left-hand panel. For short VTLs, then, the sh
of the recognition surface is more rectangular than elliptic
In the bottom row, left-hand panel, the psychometric funct
falls below threshold in about the same region as the psyc
metric function in the central panel, indicating that GPR a
SER interact when both values are small to produce a la
reduction in performance than either would on its own; t
means that the corner of the recognition surface is rounde
this case. In the bottom right-hand panel, the psychome
function falls below threshold even sooner than the psyc
metric function in the central panel, indicating that GPR a
SER interact more strongly here and produce a much la
reduction in performance than either would on its own; t
means that this corner of the recognition surface is m
rounded than the surface in Fig. 6 might initially indica
This is because it is difficult to produce vowels with a we
defined first formant when the GPR is high.

C. Speaker-size discrimination and vowel recognition
performance

Table I shows that speaker size discrimination a
vowel recognition performance are related; when discrimi
tion performance is good, vowel recognition performance
good. As we move away from the normal speech range~cf.
the ellipses in Figs. 5 and 6! performance starts to drop off i
a similar way for both perceptual tasks. The Pearson prod
moment coefficient of correlation,r , between these two per
formance measures is20.91 and it is highly significant (p
!0.001, one-tailed,N517). The negative correlation is be
cause high vowel recognition scores go with low speak
size jnd’s.

IV. DISCUSSION

The discrimination experiments show that listeners c
make fine judgments about the relative size of two speak
and that they can make size judgments for vowels sca
well beyond the normal range in both VTL and GPR~Fig. 5!.
The jnd for SER is less than 10% over a wide area of
GPR–SER plane, and when the GPR is 160 Hz, there
approximately 10 jnd’s in speaker size between the bound
SER values of 0.67 and 2.23. The recognition experime
show that listeners can identify vowels manipulated to sim
late speakers with GPRs and VTLs well beyond the norm
speech range~Fig. 6!. Recognition performance was abov
threshold for an area approximately ten times greater t
the normal speech range.

A. Speaker size discrimination

The most relevant data on size perception come fr
some simple studies performed by Lass and Davis~1976!
and Fitch~1994!. Lass and Davis~1976! asked listeners to
judge the height of 30 men and women reading a stand
prose passage on a four-category scale. Categorization
314 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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formance was better than chance. However, no attempt
made to control for the average pitch difference betwe
men and woman, and the range of heights was limited. F
~1994! used computerized vowel sounds. He made the
sumption that formant frequencies are a linear function
VTL and scaled the formant values for an 18-cm vocal tr
to produce proportional values for vocal tracts of 17, 16, a
15 cm. For each vocal tract, he synthesized the ‘‘schw
vowel at two GPRs, 100 and 150 Hz. The vowels were p
sented one at a time to a group of listeners who rated the
of the speaker on a 7-point scale. Despite the simplicity
the experiment and the limited range of VTL values, the d
show significant main effects of both GPR and VTL on t
size ratings for this schwa vowel. The dissertation does
however, measure size discrimination or vowel recogniti
and the vowels are limited to the normal range for men.

The acoustic basis for size discrimination is clear; fo
mant frequencies decrease as VTL increases. Researc
speech production indicates that, over the full range of s
from children to adults, the relationship between formant f
quency and VTL is almost linear~Fant, 1960!. Measure-
ments with magnetic resonance imaging~Fitch and Giedd,
1999! show that VTL is highly correlated with height~Fitch
and Giedd, 1999!. There is also a highly significant correla
tion between formant frequency and age~Huberet al., 1999!.
Recently, Gonza´lez ~2004! has reported that there is even
weak relationship between formant frequency and s
within a group of adult men and within a group of adu
women. Turner and Patterson~2003! have recently used
quantitative clustering to reanalyze the classic data of Pe
son and Barney~1952! and show that within a given vowe
cluster, speaker size is the largest source of variation. Fin
it is perhaps worth noting that there is a strong relations
between formant related parameters and body size in rh
monkeys~Fitch, 1997!.

In retrospect, given the importance of body size in h
man interaction, and the strong correlation between he
and vocal tract length~Fitch and Giedd, 1999!, it seems odd
that the perception of speaker size has received so little
tention in hearing and speech research. In spectral terms
effect of a change in speaker size is theoretically v
simple; if the GPR is fixed and the frequency axis is log
rithmic, the profile for a given vowel has a fixed shape a
VTL changes simply shift the profile as a unit—towards t
origin as size increases and away from it as size decrea
The analysis of spectral profiles by the auditory system
been a very popular topic in psychoacoustics since it w
introduced by Spiegel, Picardi, and Green~1981!. However,
in the main, people have elected to follow Spiegelet al. and
concentrate on profiles constructed from sets of equ
amplitude sinusoids whose frequencies are equally space
a logarithmicaxis. These stimuli are not like the voiced par
of speech; they do not have a regular harmonic structure,
excitation is not pulsive, and they sound nothing like vowe
Moreover, the task in traditional profile analysis~PA! is to
detect an increment in one of the sinusoidal compone
which is very different from detection of a shift in the spe
tral location of the profile as a whole.

An excellent overview of PA research is presented
Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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Drennan~1998!; he describes a few PA experiments in whi
the stimuli are composed of sets of harmonically rela
components that are intended to simulate vowel sounds
greater or lesser degree. Leek, Dorman, and Summer
~1987! generated four ‘‘flat-spectrum vowels’’ starting with
set of equal-amplitude harmonics spanning much of
speech range, and incremented pairs of components a
frequencies of the formant peaks. They measured the siz
the increment required to recognize the vowel and found i
be consistent with the results of traditional profile studies
reported in Green~1988!. Alcántara and Moore~1995! gen-
erated six flat-spectrum vowels with the components in
sine phase, as they are in normal vowels, or with the co
ponents in random phase. As might be expected,
increment required at the formant frequencies to detect
vowel was consistently smaller in the cosine-phase condi
than in the random-phase condition. However, in these
other PA studies, there is no attempt to simulate the filter
action of the vocal tract and produce realistic vowel profil
nor is there any attempt to simulate changes in VTL or m
sure sensitivity to coherent spectral shifts.

B. Vowel recognition

Assmannet al. ~2002! have reported a recognition stud
similar to those presented in this paper in which the vow
of three men were scaled in GPR and SER us
STRAIGHT. The SER was scaled up in five equal steps fr
1.0 to 2.0. The GPR was scaled up in octaves from 1 to 2
4. The combinations of GPR and SER are presented by o
squares in the upper panel of Fig. 3; in positioning t
squares, it has been assumed that the average GPR and
for the 11 vowels of the three men is near the average G
and VTL for men in the classic data of Peterson and Bar
~1952!. So, the bottom square in the left column of square
near the center of the ellipse3 for men from the Peterson an
Barney ~1952! data. The recognition performance for th
rectangle of the GPR–SER plane used in Assmannet al.’s
experiment has the same general form as shown for our
erage data in the lower right-hand panel of Fig. 6~labeled
‘‘/ ~/–/É/’’ !. That is, when the GPR scalar is 1 or 2 and t
SER is between 1.0 and 1.5, performance is at ceiling lev
thereafter, as the SER increases to 2.0, performance
gradually, but it remains well above threshold for both GP
scalars~1 and 2!. When the GPR scalar is 4, performance
at ceiling levels for thelarger SER scalars~1.5–2.0! and it
decreases as the SER scalar decreases to 1.0. That is, p
mance decreases as the stimuli encroach on the region w
the definition of the first formant deteriorates~cf. the dotted
diagonal lines in Fig. 3, upper panel!. The percent-correc
values are lower in Assmannet al. ~2002! than in our study
because they used 11 vowel types rather than 5. Neve
less, in the worst case~GPR scalar54; SER51) thed8 was
1.24, which is still above the threshold value~1.0! in Fig. 6
~bold solid line!.

Assmannet al. ~2002! interpret the reduction in perfor
mance outside the range of GPR–SER combinations
mally encountered for men women and children as evide
that the brain learns the combinations of pitch and form
frequencies associated with the different vowels for the n
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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mal range of men, women, and children, in much the sa
way as a neural net would. The combinations of GPR a
formant frequency in their experiment go beyond the norm
range but not very far, and so in their next study~Assmann
and Nearey, 2003! they extended the range, taking the lowe
GPR scalar down from 1.0 to 0.5 and the lowest SER do
from 1.0 to 0.6. They used the vowels of two men, a
extended the design with the vowels from two women a
two children ~aged 7!. Reducing the GPR scalar to 0.5 h
essentially no effect on performance relative to that achie
with a GPR scalar of 1.0; this is true for all values of SE
and for all three classes of speaker. Similarly, the effect
reducing the SER is small when the GPR scalar is 0.5 or
there is a reduction in performance for the vowels of the m
and women, but it remains well above threshold. The m
striking effect is a three-way interaction between GPR sca
SER, and speaker group. Briefly, when the GPR scalar is
or 1.0, the reduction in performance observed with the vo
els of men as SER rises to 2.0 is accentuated with the vow
of women and children, and when the GPR scalar is
creased to 4, the effects of SER and speaker class are a
fied and performance drops to chance.

Much of the complexity, however, appears to be the
sult of using relative measures for GPR and VTL when pl
ting the data, and ignoring the fact that the base values
GPR and SER are changing substantially across spe
group in the statistical analysis. The asterisks in Fig. 3 sh
the combinations of GPR and SER for the data of Assm
and Nearey~2003! when we adjust for the fact that the ba
GPR~1.0! represents a higher pitch for women and childre
and the base SER~1.0! represents a shorter vocal tract f
women and children. Specifically, we assume that the or
for each speaker group~GPR scalar51; SER51) is at the
center of the Peterson and Barney ellipse for that group. T
shows that when the GPR scalar is 4, the vowels for wom
and children~right-most pair of asterisk columns! are in the
region where the definition of the first formant is deterior
ing ~cf. the diagonal lines in Fig. 3!, and the vowels for men
~column of asterisks at GPR;600 Hz) are encroaching o
this region. For the remainder of their conditions, perfo
mance is well above threshold, except for the largest S
~2.0! for women and children, and in this region performan
is deteriorating in our data as well. In summary, the patt
of recognition performance in the region where the d
overlap appears to be comparable in all three of these re
nition experiments.

C. Vowel normalization by scale transform and Õor
statistical learning

There are several aspects of the recognition data wh
suggest that performance is not primarily determined
learning the statistics of the correspondence between G
and formant frequencies in natural speech with a neural
as suggested by Assmannet al. ~2002!. Neural nets have no
natural mechanism for extrapolating beyond the training d
~LeCun and Bengio, 1995; Wolpert, 1996a, b!, so we would
expect some deterioration in recognition performance
soon as either the GPR or SER move beyond the nor
range. Assmann and colleagues do not provide a clear sp
315Smith et al.: Speaker size perception
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ner
act
ter-
fication of the normal range, but it would seem reasonabl
assume that theirs would be similar to the one we deri
from the Peterson and Barney~1952! data. A comparison of
the data from all three recognition experiments with the
lipses of normal GPR and SER values~cf. Figs 3 and 6!
shows that recognition performance is near ceiling lev
across a region of GPRs and SERs that extends well bey
the normal range. This includes many physiologically i
plausible combinations that most people would have little
no experience with. Most notably, performance does not d
as GPR decreases down out of the normal range for m
women, or children. It remains at ceiling levels down to t
lower limit of voice pitch.

Much of the drop in recognition performance in th
studies of Assmann and colleagues occurs, as in our stud
the region where it is not possible to generate vowels wit
good definition of the first formant~bottom right-hand cor-
ners of the panels in Fig. 6!. The formant is only represente
by one harmonic~the fundamental! on the upper side of the
formant. It seems likely that this plays at least as large a
in the reduction of performance as lack of experience
vowels in this region. While we do not wish to deny a ro
for experience and training in improving performance
vowel recognition, it is hard to see it explaining the lar
range over which listeners are able to recognize vowel
near-ceiling levels, particularly when they are given no fe
back.

Assmann and colleagues do not consider the possib
that the auditory system applies a scale transform to the
ternal representation of sound prior to the recognition p
cess as suggested by Cohen~1993! and Irino and Patterson
~1999b, 2002!, and that the normalization inherent in th
scaling transform is the reason why humans can recog
vowels with GPRs and VTLs far beyond the normal spee
range. Our data showing that size discrimination and vo
recognition are both possible over a region approxima
ten times greater than the normal speech range suppor
hypothesis that the auditory system applies some form
scaling transform~such as the Mellin transform! to all input
sounds prior to speech-specific processing.

There are two complementary advantages provided
scale transforms which segregate the size information a
ciated with vocal-tract length from the shape informati
associated with vowel type: on the one hand, the normal
tion renders vowel recognition immune to size distortion a
facilitates the problem of dealing with speakers of very d
ferent sizes; on the other hand, it concentrates the size in
mation in the representation and facilitates decisions suc
whether the speaker is a man, woman, or child. Recently,
auditory image model~AIM ! of Pattersonet al. ~1992, 1995,
2000! has been extended to include a stage that norma
the auditory images produced by AIM and converts them
Mellin images which are scale invariant. The system w
tested with the aid of a simple vowel classifier and a la
range of scaled vowels like those in the current experime
~Turner et al., 2004!. The tests showed that the recognitio
of scaled vowels is enhanced by the addition of the Me
image stage, and the range of suprathreshold performan
compatible with our vowel recognition data. This adds f
316 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 1, January 2005
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ther support to the hypothesis that the auditory system h
scaling mechanism, and that it plays an important role
vowel normalization.

D. Relative versus absolute size

It is important to distinguish between judgingrelative
size andabsolutesize. Our discrimination task only require
a relative size judgment; moreover, the two sounds are
sented in a paradigm designed to favor the immediate c
parison of two internal representations of sound and m
mize the memory load. It is like judging which of tw
weights is heavier by lifting one and then the other; you
not need to know what the absolute weights are, simply t
the second feels lighter or heavier when you pick it up. Ju
ments about absolute size are probably much harder to m
and it seems likely that you need to know something ab
the source to judge its absolute size. The general problem
the relationship between the perception of relative and ab
lute size is beyond the scope of this paper.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Mellin transform has been used to develop a sign
processing model of vowel normalization~Cohen, 1993! and
an auditory model of vowel normalization~Irino and Patter-
son, 2002!. The implication is that size is a dimension o
sound, and that the size information can be segregated a
matically from the shape information. The current paper p
sents psychophysical experiments which suggest that siz
a dimension of auditory perception as well as a dimension
sound itself, and that vowel normalization is based on a sc
transform. Glottal pulse rate and vocal-tract length were m
nipulated independently over a large range using a hi
quality vocoder~STRAIGHT!. Human listeners were able t
make discriminations about speaker size, and to recog
scaled vowels, over a range of GPRs and SERs ten ti
greater than that encountered in normal speech~Figs. 5 and
6!. The results support the hypothesis that the auditory s
tem includes some form of scale transform that automatic
segregates size and shape information in the sound.
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1http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/cnbh/web2002/framesets/Soundsframes
htm. Click on ‘‘Scaled vowels.’’
2
An estimate of the size of speaker for a given SER can be derived
extrapolating from the VTL versus height data in Fitch and Giedd~1999!.
The average VTL for 7 men aged 19 to 25 in Fitch and Giedd~1999! was
16 cm. An SER of 0.5 means that the spectrum envelope of the initial in
vowel has been compressed by a factor of 2, while an SER of 3.0 m
that the spectrum envelope has been dilated by a factor of 3. Assu
linear scaling between formant position and VTL, our SERs are equiva
to VTLs of 32 cm~giants! and 5.3 cm~tiny children!. Given the correlation
between VTL and height@Fitch and Giedd, 1999; cf. Fig. 2~a!#, our smallest
SER of 0.5 would simulate the sound of a speaker 4.3 m~14 feet! tall, and
our largest SER of 3.0 would simulate a baby just 0.35 m~1 foot 2 inches!
tall.

3
The open square symbols for Assmannet al. ~2002! have been slightly
displaced to the left by 15, 30, and 40 Hz for the first, second, and t
columns, respectively, to distinguish them clearly from some of the as
isks symbols used for Assmann and Nearey~2003!.
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